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Personal style
50 years have gone by since the launch of our first valet. today, we are glad to propose it again 

as unique accessory of elegance and functionality thanks to its design inspired by the neat and 

timeless lines of Frank Lloyd Wright and Le Corbusier’s architectures. to produce it and meet our 

clients’ needs and desires, we resorted to the very best of our know-how and artisan expertise. 

the project has led to a small and fascinating cabinet-making masterpiece whose perfect 

proportions are conceived to take care of your clothes and complete your closet or bedroom.

Matching style and function, transforming everyday’s objects into design pieces, perfect to use 

and beautiful to see: this is what we aim at when we project the products of our toscanini Interior 

collection.

a matter of shaPe
Led by the passion and the affection for his 50 years long career as cabinet maker, Giordano 

Viganò has created the concept of the new valet turning to his unique art and to the aesthetic 

applied to objects provided with a soul. He shaped a living material such as wood and matched 

it perfectly with other noble materials: metal and leather while taking care of the tiniest detail. 

From the first draft till the project fine-tuning, Giordano Viganò’s creative experience mastered 

the entire process leading from a simple idea to reality. the measure and harmony of the edward 

valet are the proof of a craftsmanship feeding itself with beauty as real luxury does. 



handmade one by one
the edward valet is provided with a wooden made by measure hanger coated in soft stitched 

leather and with a pocket emptier. on the back of the valet there is a leather coated trouser’s bar. 

on the revolving base there are two chromed metal details where shoes can be put. the valet 

essential lines are made more precious by the choice of its materials: nicely veined American 

walnut wood, soft leather with either contrasting or ton sur ton stitches and chrome-plated metal.



the valets, that with our bespoke hangers, 

fabric garment covers, shoe shapers and other 

accessories belong to the toscanini Interior 

collection, are made on order only and are 

created entirely by hand one by one following a 

series of meticulous operations.
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Concept Giordano Viganò 

Leather covered 
cecilia hanger

cm 42, 45

metal shoes support

wooden tray, 
leather lined

revolving base 
diam. cm 53

H. cm 140

Leather covered bar
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American walnut wood Chrome
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an  ItalIan 
story
toscanini has been working wood and other 

noble materials since the 20s, transforming 

them into hangers and other products 

conceived to hang, display and preserve 

clothes and accessories.

Four generations of a family convinced that 

the real value of Made in Italy products 

is much more than a simple label, it is 

an embedded declaration of quality, 

craftsmanship and elegance.

toscanini produces only in Valsesia, Italy, 

where it may find the essential knowledge 

to create products that really meet highly 

demanding clients and markets. Italy is the 

final guarantee of being able of doing things 

as they should be: well.



the printed reproduction of the finishes is only indicative. toscanini reserve them-
selves the right to modify the products in this catalogue without prior notice.

All sketches/drawings, variants, products and images featured in this catalogue 
are subject to the copyright and other intellectual property rights of Industrie tos-
canini Srl Unipers Soc. no use is allowed without prior written consent by Industrie 

toscanini Srl Unipers Soc.

All items are Toscanini Made in Italy branded.
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